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A cormorant flies between both viaducts of the eastern Bay Bridge, where nesting platforms are installed.

It took millions of dollars, the use of decoys, bird-call recordings and dried-out holiday wreaths
— and a limitless amount of patience. But the Bay Bridge’s recalcitrant double-crested
cormorants have finally moved to their new home on the sides of the bridge’s new east span.

It’s just as Caltrans and wildlife biologists
had planned — or hoped.

“They’ve pretty much moved in lock, stock and barrel,” said Mark Rauzon, a seabird biologist
who’s been volunteering to help get the birds to migrate to the new span. “It’s pretty gratifying,
especially given the criticism of how much money was wasted.”

The demolition of the cormorants’ former home, the old bridge’s gray east span, may have been
the determining factor in a successful relocation.

“They’re remarkably like people,” Rauzon said. “Their familiar digs were embedded in their
groupthink, and they were clinging on to the last vestiges of the old bridge. They weren’t going
to be doing any experimentation until it was the last option.”
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A cormorant flies toward a nesting platform below the new eastern Bay Bridge span in Oakland.

Reality seems to have set in early last month, days after the last trestle of the old east span was
hauled away. That’s when the black birds with orange and white faces and a 4-foot wingspan
began settling in to the “cormorant condos” built for them on viaducts of the east span’s concrete
skyway section in Oakland.

More than $10 million from the new Bay Bridge budget was spent on the project.

At first, just a couple of cormorants landed on $709,000 metal platforms contractors had
attached to the sloping sides of the east span. But within weeks, at least 30 birds had followed
the early settlers.th l ttl
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And on a visit by boat Friday morning, a reporter from The Chronicle spotted hundreds of them
resting on the platforms and flying beneath the span as the morning commute passed overhead.

“They’ve finally moved in,” said Randy Rentschler, a spokesman for the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, which helped oversee construction of the new east span.

That’s good news — for bird lovers, Caltrans and bridge toll payers. While cormorants are not
an endangered or threatened species, they’re considered “a species of special concern” under
state law.
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Despite Caltrans’ best efforts to get the cormorants to relocate, the birds were stubborn as
toddlers. Even after traffic moved to the new bridge in 2013, the birds stayed put.

Caltrans and the MTC tried to lure them with decoys and recordings of bird calls. They even
brought in mirrors to trick them into thinking there were others cormorants there when they saw
their reflections. And they plopped down old holiday wreaths to make it look like other birds had
previously nested on the platforms.

But nothing worked — until the last truss section of the old east span was cut free on March 28,
placed on a barge and floated into history.

On Friday, hundreds of the birds were spread out along the rows of 4-foot-by-4-foot steel grate
platforms that are bolted to the inside edges of the bridge between piers 6 and 8 near the eastern
end of the span.

The birds made a clicking sound that could be heard above the slight whir of traffic pierced by
an occasional squawk or shriek. Every few seconds, one would step off the platforms, flap its
wings and fly off. Several returned carrying pieces of wood, sticks or seaweed in their beaks,
occasionally unleashing a white shower of guano.
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IMAGE 1 OF 7
Wildlife monitors observe cormorants on nesting platforms underneath the bridge. The colony could include up to 700
birds.
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Birds decide to wing it,
ignore custom condos on
Bay Bridge

Thoughts on the Bay
Bridge’s old eastern span
fading into

RELATED

Rauzon, who hasn’t visited the cormorant colony since the big move, was encouraged. The
activity, he said, is evidence the cormorants are building nests and settling in for the long haul.

The birds are believed to have settled in the Bay Area in 1984 from such places as Alaska,
Mexico and Nova Scotia. Besides the Bay Bridge, colonies exist on the Richmond-San Rafael
Bridge and electrical towers in the South Bay. Rauzon said there may be as many as 700 birds
residing on the new east span.

The move cost millions, but exactly how
much depends on what costs are counted.

In addition to the cost of building the
platforms, Caltrans and MTC spent $1
million to coax the cormorants into their new
condos and another $1.6 million to place
netting on the old span to drive the birds
away from their old home. Caltrans also spent
$12.8 million to get bridge demolition work
done without interfering with the birds’
April-to-August breeding season.

Despite the expense, and the difficulty, Rauzon said, making a place for the birds among a
changing urban environment was a worthwhile effort.

“Of course it was worth it,” he said. “Allowing nature to live between our developed spaces is
important. If an animal cannot adapt in the area we provide between our development in the Bay
Area, they are going to go extinct.”

Michael Cabanatuan is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. Email:
mcabanatuan@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @ctuan
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